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1. B.N. Prasad and U. N. Singh [_1 have proved the following

Theorem 1. Let f (t) be a continuous function of bounded varia-
tion, with period 2r, and let

g(u)--g(u)=f(x + u)-f(x-u)- 2ua,
then, if
(1) fl ye (t-o)

for a positive , then the derived Fourier series of f(t) is strongly
summable (or H-summable) to s at x, that is

( 2 ) iim1--, (x)- s 0
,’,oo ,’

(x) being the n-th artial sum of the derived Fourier ser.ies of f(x).
In the first paper [2], one of us proved that under the assump-

ion of Theorem 1"

( 3 ) lim--1, (x)-s --0,

for any k>O. Bu, in is proof i is used, wihou staing explicitly,
,hat the summabiliy (H) is the local property for the derived
Fourier series of f(x). This is true by Wiener’s heorem (A.
Zygmund [6], p. 221).

We shall now consider an extension of Theorem 1 in the case
k2. In fact we shall prove

Theorem 2. If
(4) ldg(u) l=O-/\lglY)I
then

(t 0),

lim 1 R, .(x)- s 0 for a> 1/2
=1

This is the analogue of Wang’s theorem for Fourier series [3].
We can also prove ,he following

Theorem 3. In Theorem 2, if the condition (4) is replaced by

1) In [2], %*(x) may be replaced by r(x) and the last section, containing Theorems
3 and 4, must be omitted.
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then _
r(x)-- s o (n log n).

This is the analogue of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem for the
Fourier series [4] (cf. [5]). We shall omit the proof, since we can
prove it by the similar method as Theorem 2.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. We can replace O in (4) by o, and
then for any , there is a 8 such that

t/(log.--) (O<t<}.

Let us put

where
a(u)=a,(u)+a(u),

g,(u)=g(u) in (0, 8/2),
=0 in (8, r)

and g,(u)is linear in (8/2, r) and is continuous in (0, r). Hence
g,(u) is also a continuous function of bounded variation which van-
ishes in the interval (0, 8/2).

We can easily see that

( 6 ) r,(x)_s=2__ sin (n + 1/2)t dg(t)
r o 2 sin t/2

r2 fOo sin(n+l/2)t2 sin t/2
dg(t)+ 2 sin(n+l/2)t2 sin t/2

dg(t)

r,+,
say. Since is n imes of he n-th Fourier coefficient of a continu-
ous function of bounded variation, we obtain

() ,I 1=o()

by the Wiener’s theorem.
We have also

i’= dg(U)u dgv(V) Sinun(U-v v) + o (n)
1/n /n---- U U
1/n

+ d,(v)sinn(u-v)} + o(n)
t V

4 (I. + J.) + o(n),
qT
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say.

Then

Let us now estimate I. We write

i,_f dg(u) {/"+/} dg(v) sin n(u-v)
u v

=+.

fI;- idg,(u). <cA dg(v)
V

/n u

where the inner integral becomes, by integration by parts,

+
V, L v J V

4
u(log l/u)

where G(v)=fVldg (w)I. Hence

IIGA u (log 1/u)
]/n

G(u) + A
u (log 1/u)

--Ae
u (log l/u)

Ae n
(log n)

Concerning 1, we have

where

and

Since

2 As
8(log 1/8) u(log 1/u)

du

6 du+An
1/

u (log 1/u)’

dg(v) sin n(u- v)
v uv

u v
l/n

ldg(u) n<en As An
u(log 1/u) u (log 1/u)

1/n t/

v(v-u)

1i,,;i dgl (u) dg (v) +
u v u

1/ u+ /n l/n u+ /n
--r,, + I:’,

where
1’’’ 1’’ A ldg(u) nu Aen"

u (logl/u)
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Thus we have proved that

lim,/ sup -1, / 12 A.
By (6) and (7)

lim sup -1-l r (x)- s Ae.

Since is arbitrary, we get he required result.
We have first proved Theorem 2 for the case k--1.

remark of T. Tsuchikura, we have gotten the case k2.
press him our hearty thanks.
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